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TOTAL SOLUTION CONTAINERISED DATA CENTRE DESIGN & BUILD

RETAIL COMPANY 
CONTAINERISED 
DATA CENTRE 
CASE STUDY

A new energy efficient 
ModCel containerised  
Data Centre for a retail 
company with a power  
usage efficiency of 1.2



Selected for its track record in delivering energy efficient high quality 
data centre solutions, Secure I.T. Environments Ltd worked as a team 
with its retail client to  develop the new energy efficient ModCel 
containerised data centre to ensure the resilience of the retailers 
logistical network which is entirely dependent on its I.T. Infrastructure 
and to meet the delivery requirements of its stores and customers, of 
which an area where failures can have a direct impact on sales and 
customer satisfaction. The highly competitive nature of the retail sector 
means retailers must do all they can to shore up their I.T. infrastructure, 
avoiding bottlenecks and points of critical failure in their supply chains.

The project included all related groundworks which 
entailed piling into the ground 13 metres down to 
provide a slate concrete platform for ModCel to be 
located on. Diverse power and �bre routes totalling  
over 500 metre long were installed from the main 
building to the ModCel for continuity. 

On completion of the groundworks the ModCel was 
craned into position over a weekend using a contract 
crane lift company. 

Once the container was sited on the concrete posts,  
the diverse mains incoming power and �bre route 
supplies were connected followed by a mechanical 
and electrical integrated system test to ensure the 
functionality of the ModCel.

The ModCel containerised data centre speci�cation 
for this project included a  “Total Solutions” concurrent 
maintainable data centre to include:
• N+1 energy e�cient air conditioning 
• Full resilient power supply infrastructure 
• 19” server/communications cabinets 
• CCTV/biometric access control 
• Novec �re suppression and detection 
• Diverse main incoming power supplies
• N+1 UPS system
• Raised access �ooring
• Cabinet intelligent power units
• Cold aisle containment
• Generator 
• Diverse �bre backbone
• Full ongoing maintenance
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A spokesman for the retailer said:

“Secure I.T. Environments has completed our project with a great deal of professionalism. So much so that we greatly expanded the scope of 
the project to assess and upgrade our existing data centre facility, whereby additional M+E infrastructure was installed to ensure concurrent 
maintainability in the event of any component failure. A containerised data centre approach for the primary data centre has proved to be an 
excellent choice for our business and the location in which we needed to house the facility.”




